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Sales of Legend notebook computers achieved a breakthrough,

with market share substantially increasing from 17.1% to 23.2%.

The Group is cooperating with a number of OEM manufacturers

to become the prime mover in this area. In the past year, Legend

launched several innovatively designed notebook computers,

such as the trendy “Soleil” S series. The “Soleil” S600, with its

super slim design, powerful functions and reasonable price, was

awarded first prize in a competition run by “Info Buyer” of China

InfoWorld. The “Soleil” 8100, equipped with an impressive array

of functions, was another winner, and was awarded first prize by

PC Home magazine in its “Editor’s Choice” feature.

Legend is fully aware of the latest progress in the mobile Internet

arena and is committed to developing Internet enabled

handheld devices. During the year, the Group launched its

“Tianji” series of handheld PC products. Among them, “Tianji

820e” and “Tianji Stock” are the first in a line of Internet enabled

handheld devices. Legend also launched palm365.com, providing

handheld PC users with numerous and varied Internet

information. According to research conducted by CCIDNET, a

prominent PRC research institution, Legend’s pocket PCs ranked

among the top three in the high-end handheld PC market.
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Turning to Legend’s sales and distribution network, the number

of “Legend 1+1 Home PC Specialty Shops” (our direct sales

channel for home users) increased rapidly. The Specialty Shops’

strategy and operational model have proved its success, as shown

by the fact that 260 of these shops are now in operation, up

from 100 in the previous year. “Legend 1+1 Home PC Specialty

Shops” have been well received by home users because of their

easily accessible locations, variety of appeal and friendly services.

Legend’s distribution network, which consists of over 3,700

distributors, has also continued to expand into many of the PRC’s

medium and small cities.

Legend’s marketing activities have involved running a number

of large-scale campaigns to further promote computer knowledge

and Internet applications. These campaigns included “Internet

Journey in the New Era”, which targeted commercial markets

across several hundred cities, “Legend’s New Life on the Internet”

and “Weekend Programme”, targeting consumer users. To

promote its service facilities and build further service channels,

Legend also launched its “Legend’s Service is Around You”

campaign in 20 large cities across the country.
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In 2000, Legend built the largest call centre in the PRC’s

computer industry, with 400 engineers providing customers with

24x7 telephone consultation services. The services provided

include pre-sales consultation, after-sales support, sales services

and customer feedback collection. The call centre has worked

closely with the departments of sales, after-sales service, and

research centre. It has become an important channel for providing

the Group with up-to-date market information and “on the

ground” access to customer views and opinions.

Production has tracked a rapid growth in demand. The new PC

production factory in Beijing began operations during the fourth

quarter of the financial year, adding another 2 million units of

production capacity for the Group annually. Equipped with

modern information systems, advanced facilities, and a completely

automated warehouse, the new factory maximises production

efficiency. It also has a number of cell production lines, offering

the ability to fulfill special configuration orders. To meet the rapid

development in the eastern PRC market, the Group started to

set up new production lines in Shanghai, scheduled for

completion by the end of 2001. This facility will boost capacity

by 1.5 million units annually.

The R&D capabilities of the Group have been greatly

strengthened. Legend’s software division was awarded CMM2

accreditation, the first Chinese company to receive this

accreditation. Additionally, Legend achieved a breakthrough in

Internet security with the launch of Legend’s “Anti-cracker 2000”

series products. In 2000, the Group applied for a total of 123

patents, which is more than the total number of patent

applications made between 1996 and 1999.
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During the year, Legend made significant steps forward in the

areas of product design, sales channels, production facilities and

service systems. These developments continue to boost and

consolidate Legend’s leading position in a competitive market.

According to data from IDC, Legend’s market share increased to

30.8% in the fourth quarter of 2000, while its market share for

consumer PCs reached 37.2%.
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Internet Services

Even with Internet fever abating, the Internet is part of everyday

life of many people in the PRC, both in obtaining information

and communications. Management is convinced that market

prospects for the Internet remain highly positive, and has

developed and implemented several Internet focused projects

during the year.

Legend’s Internet services began with the launch of its “Conet”

PCs in 1999. In April 2000, the Group launched its FM365.com

portal, cooperating with a number of content providers to provide

users with a wide range of practical and varied information. Daily

page views for FM365.com have reached 34 million, and the

site has won 2.9 million registered e-mail users in just a year.

In cooperation with China Telecom, Legend provides PC users

with Internet connection services. Registered users have reached

1.7 million.

The Group has identified three major directions for developing its

Internet services, focusing on the education, finance and travel

sectors. In cooperation with the National Higher Education Self-

Learning Exam Committee, the Affiliated High School of Peking

University and the New Oriental School, FM365.com now provides

a number of on-line courses and services via its education channel.

The financial arena is another major focus of Legend’s Internet

business development. In August last year, Legend acquired

5,433,947 shares of series B convertible preferred stock of Yestock

Limited (“Yestock”) at US$9.2 per share. Yestock is the PRC’s largest

securities e-commerce and m-commerce platform service provider.

The acquisition is equivalent to 40% of Yestock’s total shares on an

as converted and fully diluted basis.
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Motherboard Manufacturing
After a series of adjustments, the motherboard business has

entered a stable stage of development. During the year under

review, Legend sold over 3.5 million motherboards, breaking all

previous sales records. Motherboards used in the manufacture

of Legend brand computers accounted for 45% of these sales.

The Group also saw major development in both product

technology and manufacturing. During the year, the Group

launched a number of new motherboard products such as the

Intel Pentium 4, Pentium III, Celeron and AMD series. It also

launched the innovative technology StepEasy, which can speed

up the productivity of CPUs in seconds, significantly enhancing

their work functions. The Group adopted a number of measures

to improve the manufacturing processes of motherboards and

related devices, further boosting production efficiency. Legend’s

motherboard manufacturing was accredited ISO14000 during

the year.

Europe, the PRC and the Asian region remain the main target

sales markets for the Group’s motherboard business. The Group

is also exploring the computer systems integration market and

the OEM market. In addition, the Group is further improving its

promotion and marketing activities (in particular the promotion

of its “QDI” brand and products) with an emphasis on participation

in large-scale international exhibitions.

Liquidity and Financial Resources
At year end, the Group had cash and bank deposits of HK$2,633

million (2000:HK$2,180 million) and outstanding bank

borrowings and other loans of HK$832 million (2000: HK$332

million), of which HK$813 million was borrowed for Digital China

business. There are no assets held under finance lease as at the

year end (2000: HK$10 million).
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Bank loans were mainly borrowed for the business in Mainland

China and the loans are mainly denominated in Renminbi for

hedging purpose. The annual interest rate of the borrowings at

the current financial year end ranged from 5.58% to 5.85%.

The Group continued to follow the practice of prudent cash

management during the year. When necessary, the Group will

engage in currency hedging against exchange risks.

The Group’s gearing ratio at the year end was 0.17 (2000: 0.07)

which is calculated based on the Group’s total borrowings of

HK$832 million (2000: HK$332 million) and the shareholders’

funds of HK$4,809 million (2000: HK$5,040 million). The Group

has adopted a prudent borrowing policy with a gearing ratio being

maintained at an acceptable level.

Management is comfortable that existing financial resource will

be sufficient for future expansion plans. Should other

opportunities arise requiring additional funding, management

believes that the Group is in a good position to obtain financing

on favourable terms.

Contingent Liabilities

The Group had no material contingent liabilities as at 31st March

2001.

All guarantees executed by the Company for the benefits of Digital

China business has been released with effect from the listing of

Digital China Holdings Limited.
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